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Introduction

-

highlight that if from one side, industrialization and population growth are the main reasons for the increasing urban pressure and risk of economic, technogenic and terrorism
crises; on the other, natural-related challenges are leading to the formation of new thre-

human-induced disasters to become stronger and in some cases more resilient (Elmqcombination of rapidity and magnitude of unprecedented growth which does not allow
st century must be
resilient to climate and ecosystem changes as well as to socio-economic and political

accommodate change and regeneration through incremental adaptation that leads to
The critical point deepened in this work is to understand how the tensions introduced
by the element of slow-change in cities, can be handled through the combination of
-

merging attempt and deals with some morphological features which might facilitate
might become a central task in managing both historical and new cities affected by
Theory of complexity in the urban framework
and urban change are inadequate today, as they base on modernist principles which
consider the city as simple, static, ordered, predictable and understandable by breaking
-
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ding of urban contests as complex systems with uncountable interrelationships between
-

This recent approach of considering cities as complex and dynamic systems has led

which properties of urban forms make cities more connected with the element of chanResilient concept in urban contest
Within this contest, resilience has been presented as a useful approach to understand

stems to change, adapt or transform in face of strains and stresses, rather than facing

the focus is on the dynamic relationship between adaptability, transformability and stabi-

strategies, urban assessments and urban agendas, there is still no mutual consensus on
stand if resilience in space is merely a goal to pursue in the generation of long-term and
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Merging resilience and urban form
urban morphology and resilience, not only in terms of spatial measures capable to supwhich urban systems maintain integrity and functionality, considering the interconnected
networks of spatial and socio-ecological systems through different spatial and temporal

same conditions of non-linearity, discontinuity and thresholds in ecological systems can
-

View in that way, the concepts here introduced in urban morphology refer not only
to the form of human settlements, but also to the process of their formation and transforas the spatial representation of a complex and dynamic combination of interactions
between multiple social, economic, geographical, cultural, physical and technological
phology can be central to understand design properties and their role in enhancing
tifying some morphological properties of resilience, it is essential to clearly address the

under the wider urban-sustainability umbrella, which undertakes that resilient principles
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-

-

-

ctions for which the urban form should be resilient for, we assume that the prime goal is to
system addresses directly to those properties which may spatially facilitate citizens-life,
gh the material dimension crystallizes and represents history, culture and transformation

Resilient properties of urban form
translation as a layered concept consisting of some spatial features capable to consider

current analysis does not pretend to identify all the spatial components of the bounded
framework described, in this phase the scale-issue is taken into account but without fo-

Starting then from a broader collection and from the purpose of this study, the resilient
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form of cities is explored with eight properties, considered as the most appropriate
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Discussion
-

-

leaf which can enhance the capacity of urban complex systems to adapt and transform
representing the city structure as a leaf is an interesting method to translate resilience

structure also because features like hierarchy of scales, redundancy and modularity are

Figure 1. Representing a city as a leaf (Source: Authors elaboration, 2020)
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A deeper focus on the leaf structure can for instance demonstrate that within its series of connections and densities, there is a certain intensity and redundancy that can

-

Recognizing that a more detailed explanation about the functioning of a leaf-city
whole resilient framework presented for morphology is also able to respond to the two
-

Conclusion
In this paper, we present a description focused on the physical dimension of urban

step because it enables the critical passage of resilience from theory to practices, highliSecondly, the generic approach adopted to describe resilient-spatial properties fa-

And thirdly, the properties remind that despite urban form is the most concrete dimenmorphology exists within a more complex network of tangible and intangible elements
This aspect makes the property-selection particularly delicate and more challenging
Therefore, further research is needed to deepen these aspects and better explore
-
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Furthermore, introducing theories of resilience in urban-form-understanding might facilifar from contradictory: the combination is promising, especially for those cities experienIllustrations and tables

-

- Representing a city as a leaf (Source: Authors elaboration, 2020)
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